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 Watchdog feature. In case of video crashes the system automatically restarts recording. Automated backup on custom schedule.
It is possible to choose date and time of the backup. Informative and intuitive user interface For a human user, it is important

that the interface is intuitive, ergonomically set up and provides enough information. Vendor provided user interface. Zign Cam
HD Zign Cam HD is a high-definition streaming (HDS) head mounted camera. It offers a resolution of 1080p (1920x1080px), a

width of 3360x1296px and a weight of 20 g. The system has high-speed video recording at 120 fps. The camera contains a
32-bit 1.3 million pixel image sensor (CIS) and an optical stabilization system with an electronically controlled inner correction

lens, which can be set to a fine focus of 0.2 mm (20 lines). The Zign Cam HD can record up to 24 GB of video data on 4
memory cards simultaneously. The camera is equipped with 4GB internal storage (accessed via SD card). Zign Cam HD
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supports live streaming to virtually any device via a 3G mobile network or Wi-Fi. Using the Zign Live Streaming app, it is
possible to control the camera directly from anywhere in the world. In addition to streaming, Zign Cam HD supports screen

capture and video recording. Zign Cam HD is compatible with the Zign Vidio Plug-in. The Zign Cam HD is equipped with the
following features: High resolution video Up to 1080p (1920×1080) with the most recent technologies from Sony for HD

images. Motion detection and object tracking The camera has an electronic stabilization system that automatically corrects the
blur from camera motion. Zign Cam HD is supported by: iNagii iNagii is a wireless connection module that can be used as a
HDS camera. iNagii is connected to the camera via a wireless connection and automatically identifies the camera. Using the

iNagii app, it is possible to control the camera remotely from anywhere in the world. The iNagii app is available for iOS,
Android and Windows 10. See also Olympus O.I.S. Logitech GoPro DJI 3D Robotics References External links Official site
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